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SENATE, No. 1927 

STATE OF NEW JERSEY 

INTRODliCED JDNE 25, 1984 

By Senators PALLO!\E, VAN WAGXER and COST..\ 

Referred to Committee on Aging 

AN ACT requiriu~ the Public Advocate to establish a publir guard

ia nshi1i pro:.'.-ran1 for elderly adults and making au appropriation 

therefor. 

1 Ba IT ENACTED by the Sena! e amJ Gen~ral Aasembly of the State 

2 of Neu· Jersey: 

1 1. This act shall Ll' kllown aud may be cited as the "Public 

2 Guardianship Program for Elderly Adults." 

l 2. TlH' Legislature find~ and declares that some elderly persons 

2 in the State, because of g-raYe disability. are unable to meet varying 

3 essential requireme!lts for their physical health or to manage vary-

4 in,!r essential aspects of their financial resources: that pri~ate 

5 guardianship i15 inadequate where there are no '\rilling and 

6 responsible family memhers or friends to serve as gunrdian and 

7 v.·here the graYely disabled elderly person does uot haYe adequate 

8 income or wealth for the compensation of a priYate guardian, that 

9 this act establishes a public guardianship prop:ram for elderly 

10 adults for the purpose of furnishing guardianship se:nices to 

11 granly disabled elderly persons at reduced or uo cost, unless thP 

12 gravely disabled elderly person has adequate income or wealth to 

13 compensate a priYate guardian: that this act intend1;: to promote the 

14 general welfare by establishing a public guardianship s~~tem that 

15 permits gravely disabled elderly persons at reduced or no cost, 

16 unless the gravely disabled elderly person has adequate income or 

17 wealth to compensate a pri\"ate guardian; that this act intends to 

18 promote the general welfare by establishing a public guardianship 

19 system that permits gra"ely disabled elderly persons to deter-
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20 minatin1y participate as fully a~ possible i11 all decision~ that affeC': 

21 them, that assists these persons to regain or dei;elop their capacities 

22 to the maximum extent possible, and that accomplishes the~e 

23 objectfres through the use of the least restrictin: alternatives. 

1 3. As used in this act : 

2 a. "Court'' meaw~ the Superior Court. 

3 b. "Elderly adult'" meaus a persou age 6U years or older. 

4 c. "Gravely disabled" means unable to meet essential require-

5 meuts for one's pl1ysical health or safety or to manage onP's fiuaucial 

6 resources as a result of severe mental disorder. 

7 d. "Lack of capacity to make informed decisions about care. 

8 treatment, or management sef\·ices" means t11e inability, by rcaso11 

9 of meutal co11ditio1:, to achien~ a rudimentary un<lerstandi11g. after 

10 couscientious efforti:; ut expla11ation, of the purpose, mi_~ure. or 

11 possilJle significant beuefit of care, treatment. or ma11are1ae11t 

12 seryices to be proi;ided u11df'r public guardiansliip: pro,·itled that a 

13 perso11 is deemed incapable of widerstru1diug the purpose if, a:' :1 

14 result of impaired mental ability to perceive reality, he cannot 

15 realize that his recent behavior has caused or has created a clear 

16 aud substantial risk oi serious physical injur)·, illness, or dibea:," 

17 or of gros::; fii1a11cial rnisma11agement or manifest fi11u11cial \-ul11t-1 -

18 ability to oneself; aud provided further that a per::;on is dee ;m·d i •) 

19 lack the capacity to make informed decisioHs about care, treatmeLt. 

20 or management sen·ices if the reason for refusing the same is 

21 expressly based 011 either the belief that he is unworthy of ussi~-

22 tance or the desire to harm or punish oneslf. 

23 e. "Psychotropic medication" means auy drug or compound 

24 affecting the mind, behavior, intellectual fUllctions, perceptiou, 

25 moods, and emotio11 and includes autipsychotic, antidepressam, 

26 antimanic, and antianxiety drugs. 

27 f. "Public guardian'' means the head of the public b'llardianship 

28 program for elder}~· adults. 

29 g. "Severe meutal disorder" means a severe impairmeut of 

30 emotional processes, aLility to exercise conscious control of one\ 

31 actions, or ability to percein• realit~· or to reaso11 or understand. 

32 which impairment is manifested by instances of grossly disturbed 

33 behavior or faulty perceptions. 

34 h. "unable to manage one's finaucial resources" means unahlf 

35 to take those actions nee.essary to obtain, administer. or dispose of 

36 real or personal property, intangible property, business property. 

3i benefits, or income so that, in the absence of public ~ardianship, 

BB gross financial mismanagement or manifest financial vuh1erabilit~· 

39 is likely to occur in the near future. For purposes of this act. any 
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40 inability sha1l be eYidenred by recent beha,·iors eau~i11g harm or 

41 creating a clear and subi;rantial risk thereof, and at least one in-

42 cidence of this behavior shall have occurred within hrenty days of 

43 the filing of the petitiou for public: guardiauship, except that this 

44 inability is not to be evidenced sole]~· by isolated iucidents of 

45 negligence or improvidence. This requirement shall uot apply in the 

46 ease of a petition for renewal of public guardianship. 

4:1 i. "Unable to meet ea~eutial requirements for one's physic.I 

48 health or &af ety" means unable, through one"a; O'\\'"ll efforts and 

49 through acceptauce of assistance from family, friends, and other 

50 available private and public sources, to meet one's needs for medical 

61 care, nutrition, clothing, shelter, hygiene, or sa.fet}· so that, iu tl1e 

52 absence of public guardianship. serious physical injury, illness, or 

53 diseas~ is likely to occur in the nea1· future. For purpoS€s vf this 

54 act, any inability shall Le eYidenced by recent bdu1\·iors causing 

53 harm or creating a cleur an<l suLstantial risk thereol', aud at lea~t 

56 one incide11ce of this behavior shall have occurred witi1i1J twent.'· 

57 days of the filing of the petition for public guarcliallship. This 

58 requi.reruent shall not apply in the .case of petitiou f9r renewal of 

58 public guardianship. 

l 4. The PuLlic .AJYocate shall establish a puLlic guardianship 

2 program for eldl'rly adults which is illdependent of any service-

3 providing agency, and appoint the head of the progr~ who shall 

4 be the public guardian. The public guan.lian ~ authorized to take 

5 any actions 011 behalf of a ward that a private guardian i@ au-

6 thorized to take, except as otherwi1Se provided lli this flC~. 

1 5. The Public .Advocate shall prepare guidelines for the public 

2 guardianship progralli for elderly adults which shall iuclude 

3 standards regardin!,! tht- number of program offices, but no office 

4 shall be responsible for more than 500 wards. If a program office is 

5 responsible for 500 wards, another office is to be established for 

6 additional v;ards. Ko office shall assume responsibility for any 

7 ~·ards beyond a ratio of thirty wards per professional staff member. 

1 6. The public guardian may sen·e as guardian aud e.onservator 

2 or either of these. after appointment by a court pursuant to the pro-

3 visions of Title 3B of the Kew Jersey Statutes (N. J. S. 3B :1-1 

-i et seq.) provided that the proposed ward of tae pu"bl,ic guardian has 

6 had tl1e opportunity for the bearing prescribed in eection 10 of this 

6 •ct. 

7 a. The public guardiau shall haYe the same powers and duties 

8 as a private guardian or conservator, .acept as otherwise limited 

'9 by iaw or e.ourt order. 

10 b. The public guardian may, on his O'Wl;l motion, or at the request 
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11 of the court, intervene at any time in an~- guardianship or con-

12 servatorship proceeding im·olving a ward by appropriate motio1i 

13 of the court, if the public guardian or the court deeme the interven-

14 tion to be justified because an appointed E?UBrdiai! or conser,·atol 

15 is not fulfilling his duties, the estate is Sllbject to disproportionate 

16 waste because of the costs of the guardianship or consen·atorship, 

17 or the best interests of the ward require intervention. 

1 7. a. The public guardian shall employ at leut one 10Cial worker 

2 and one financial manager and may employ additional staff mern-

3 hers necessary for the proper performance of his duties, to the 

4 extent authorized in the budget for the program. 

5 b. The public guardian may delegate to members of his staff 

6 powers and duties as guardian or conservator and other powers 

7 and duties that are created by this act, although the public gnardia11 

8 retains ultimate responsibility for thP propn perl'ormance of these 

9 uelegated functions. The publir guardiau: 

10 (1) May formulatP and adopt those procedures that are 

11 necessary to promote the efficient conduct of the ·work and ,enera1 

12 administration of the office, its profeuionaJ st.aft, and other em-

13 ployees; 

14 (2) May contract for services necessary to carr~· out the duties 

15 of the public guardian program : 

16 (3) May accept the servicee of volunteer workers or consultants 

17 at no compensation or at nominal or token compensation and reim-

18 burse them for their proper and necessary expenses: 

19 ( 4) Shall keep and maintain propn financial and statistical 

20 records concerning all cases in which the public guardian provide.s 

21 gnardiamhip or conservatorship services, provided that the privacy 

22 and confidentiality of these records for each ward are presern•d: 

23 and 

24 (5) May not c-0mmit a ward to a mental facility without an iJi-

25 voluntary commitment prooeeding as provided by law. 

1 8. Any gravely disabled elderly person residing in the Statt 

2 who cannot afford to compensate a private guardian, who does not 

3 have a willing and responsible family member or friend to serve as 

4 guardia.n, who lacks the capacity to make informed decisions about 

5 proposed care, treatment, or management aervieea, who is unable 

6 to manage one's financial resources, and who is unable to meet 

7 essential requirements for one's physical health and safety, is 

8 eligible for the aervices of the public guardian. 

9 A gravely disabled elderly person, or any county welfare agency 

10 acting on behalf of a gravely disabled elderly person, may petition 

11 the court to have the public guardian appointed as his guardian or 
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12 eonserYator with th1- po"·tr~ and dutif'~ ordinarily c·fl'.;fnred Ly 

13 law on guardian!" a1;(] co,:~PrYato:rs 01 for cPrtain limited purposes 

14 described in the petition. If the petition requests that 011]~· limited 

15 powers he granted. tht- court shall incorporate tht'~"' limitat ioi1~ 

16 into lli order of appoin.!~1e11t. The court shall e11sun· lwyon<l v. 

17 reasonable doubt that the pC'tition is not the produr>t of mio:ta!, ..... 

18 fraud, or duress. The filing of the }M'tition will not be the hasis for 

19 any inference concerning the competence of the petitioner or for 

20 any Joss of citil rightf' or benefits. 

1 9. a. If a puhlic guardian is appointed 1?11Btdia1i or eom:errntor 

2 for a granly disabled eldC'rly person, the administratin eosts of 

3 the public guardian's serYiees and the CORtf:: incurred in thP appoint-

4 ment procedure wi1~ not bP t'harf!ed against thP int'ome or the estnt" 

5 of the gravely disabled per~on, unl<>ss the eourt determines !!! a11~· 

6 time that the person is financiaUy abJe to pay 811 or part of thei:e 

7 costs. 

B b. The abilit~· of the i1wome or eFtate of the gravely diE:ahled 

9 person to pay for administrative cost5 of a public guardiall or eosts 

10 incurred in the appointmf'nt procedure will he measured acoording 

11 to the person's fi.uancial ability to engagP and e-0mpen811te a prii-ate 

12 guardiRii. The al1ility i:o- a variable depende;it on the uature, extent, 

13 and liquidity of assets; thf- disposablf- net iucome of tl1e person: 

14 the nature of the guardianship or C'On8ervatorship: the type, dura-

15 · tion, and the complexity of the serviC'es required: and an~· other 

16 forseeable expenses. 

l i c. The public ~ardiau shall investi~te the financial status of a 

18 person who requests the appointment of the public guardian &$ his 

19 guardian or for whom a C'Ourt i~ considni11g the appointment of the 

20 public guardiari. Ill connection '\\;th this investi~atio11, the public 

21 guardian shall haw the authority to require the proposed ward to 

22 execute and deliYer ally written requests or authorizations whicl1 

23 mny be necessary under applicable law to provide the public 

24- guardian witl1 access to records of public or private sources. other-

25 wise cou£<lential, as may be needed to evaluate eligibility. The 

26 public guardiall is authorized to obtain infonnation from a11~- puhliC' 

27 record office of the state or of any subdivision or agency thereof 

28 upon request and without payment of any fees ordinarily required 

29 by law. 

1 10. a. The initial appointment by a court of the pul>li<' guardian 

2 a~ l?U&rdian or conserrntor v.ill be for no Jon!?er than six months. 

3 after the court determines by clear, unequivocal, and convincing-

4 evidence that the proposed ward of the pnbli<' ~ardian is '""8Vely 

5 disabled: <'annot affor<l to compensHte a prfrate guardian: does not 
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() haw willi11~· a11d re;-;po;~:;ilJlt> family members or frie11d~ to serH 

i al:' guardiai1: alld lack<. ~lit-- capacity to make informed deci~iom; 

8 about proposed ca.re. tn·atnient, or ma1iagement sen·ices: is nnebh· 

!I to lllaLli~·( 01a.'~ tinawial le.source~ an·i i~ uuahh, to meet esi.e11tial 

10 requiremellti- for olle'i:; physicHl health awd safety and that 

11 necessary sen-il:<':- are a'·nilal1le to protect thfl provosed .el<lerly 

12 war<l from serioui- illjury. illm•ss, or dist-ase or from gross financial 

13 mismanagement or manifest fina11eial vulnerability. 8ueoessi'1e 

14 appoiutments for a term 110 longer than one year ma~· be made by 

Ir> the court after thf' ~arne determinations. 

16 h. Xo lat<>r than thirty dayt< prior to th(' expiration of his term es 

17 guardiau or conserntor, the public guardian shall file \\;tl1 the 

18 court an iuventon· and account iu ac('.ord with the provisions of 

W K. J. S. 3B:li-3 whicli will he suhject to examinatio11 pur~m.allt t.:; 

20 the proYi!,iom: of ~- J. S. 3B :li-(). At the same time-, the puhlic 

21 ~uardia11 shall file a ~tatenie11t ~ettinµ- forth fact!' that indieatt· at 

22 least: ( 1) thf' presellt pns.011al statul" oi the ~raYel:: <lisnblerl per-

23 son. (2) tlw public guardian's. plaJJ for regaining. de\1t-leiving, a11J 

24 preservin~ the well-being and capacity of the ••ard to make h!-

25 formed decisioIJ)' about care and treatme11t ser,·ices, &lid (3) the 

2G nel'd for tlif' conti11ua11c-e 01· diseontinuanee of the guardians.hip or 

27 co1i~('n·atorl:ohi1,1 or for auy alteratio11 of tlie powerfi. of the puhl1e 

28 guardia11. 

29 c. The court shall hold a heari11g to determine the fi11diug~ set 

30 forth in subsertio11 a. of thil:' ~ectiou concerning tl1e appoiutment, or 

31 re11ewal of the appointmelit of the public guardia11, unl~~ the· court 

32 dismisses the petitio11 for lack of substantial grounds. 

33 d. The proposed ward of tlw public gunrdia11 shall he prese11t at 

34 the heari11g- unles~ hf' is medically incapable of being present to the 

35 extent that attendance is likely to cause serious and immediate 

36 physioloiriral damage to the propost"d ward. A wai\'er for medicHl 

37 incapability shall hP determined on the basis of factual iHformatio11 

38 supplied to the court hy coullsel. includiug at least the affidavit or 

3!'-l certificate of a duly licensed medica1 practitioner. 

40 e. The propo~l'd wnrd of the public guardian has the right to 

41 counsel whetl1er or not the proposed ward is present at the hearing, 

"2 unless the right to counsel is knowingly, intelligently, and volwi-

43 tarily wai,·ed l1y the ward. If the proposed ward cannot a1for& 

44 cou11sel or lacks the capacity to v;aive counsel, th~ court shall 

45 appoint counsel wl10 will always be present at auy hearing invoking 

46 the proposed ward. "'hen· the proposed ·ward cannot a.fford 

47 counsel, the State shall pay as reasonable attorney's fees and eom-

48 pensatio11 tl1at is customarily charged by attorueys in this State for 

4U comparable sernces. 
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50 f. The proposed ward of the public guardia11 shal~ lwn '.1:1· ri,!2.,'. 

51 to trial by jury. 

~2 g. The proposed ward of Hie public guardiaJJ has the right to 

53 sec·UJ'E: an in<lepe1Jcle11t u1edical or psycliologi<.:al examinatiu11 or 

M botl1 relevant to the issu~~ im·o]ved in the hearing at the t>Xpeuse 

55 of the State if tl1e propu~t>l! ,\·ard is uuable to afford thi~ exuiuina-

56 tio1i a11d to present a report of this independent eYaluatio11 or th<' 

57 evaluator's persoual t~~tilllouy as evidence at tl1e heari11g. 

58 h. The proposed ward at any enluatiou ha~ the right to rcm~i1. 

59 silent, the right to refuse to am:wer question!' whell the auswers may 

60 teud to incriminate the proposed ward, the right to have counsel or 

61 any other mental liealth professional present, aml the right to 

62 retain the privilegt•d and c.oufidential uature of tl1~ evaluation for 

U3 all proceediugs othel' tha1: proceedings pursuaut to this act; except 

64 that, afte1· foll expknntiou. the proposed ward may bt> requin·J to 

65 submit to iuterview:- for thP µurpose of ascertaining wJ1ether liv 

66 lacks the oapacity to make iufonned decisio118 about oare a11d tl't:'at-

67 rneut st>n·ices, a11d tlte proposed ward's failure to respond to que:o-

68 tious relevant to tLat is1me rua~· be introduced as e\·ideuce of a lac·k 

69 of this capaeity. 1.'lte proposed war<l of the puhJic guardiaJJ J:iuy 

70 present eYide11cf' trnd tonfront a11d cross-exami11e witnesse-,. 

71 i. The duties of c-0u11sel representing a proposed ward of t lw 

72 public ~ardian at the hearing sha11 include at least: a personal 

73 interview with the propop;ed ward; counseling the proposed ward 

74 '\\-ith reE>pect to his righti:;; a11d arra11gi11g for an indepe1ideJJt 

i5 medical psychological exami11ation or both as provided in subser

i6 tioll g. of thib section. 

77 j. Except when, specified otherwise, the rules of evitleute and 

78 rules of pl'Oeedurt-, i11c:ludi11g tliose ou discovery, that are applicahle 

W in civil matten shall govern all proceedillgs under this act. 

80 k. Ally psychiatri~t or psychologist giving testimo11y or reports 

81 c.ontaining descriptiom. and opinioJJc; will be required to pro,·ide a 

82 detailed explanatio11 as to how the~e descriptioJJs aud opiniom• were 

83 reached aJJd a specificatioll of all behaviors and other factual in-

84 formation 011 which the~e dt-scriptious a11d opinious are based. 

85 These wituesses shall 1101 ht- permitted to give opinion testimony 

86 statiug the applicable diagum•tic category unless the proposed 111·ard 

87 of the public ~ardia11 raises the issue through cross-examination 

88 or tl1e presentation of ttvidence. 

89 l. The proposed ward of ti1e public guardian is entitled. upon the 

90 request-Of the prnposed ward. to Lave the court and the jury, if a1iy. 

91 inform~d regardilig thP influence of any p8ychotropic medicatio11 
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9:2 bE.-i11g takeJJ by the proposed ward and its e:ff ert 011 the proposed 

93 ward's actions, demeunor, and participation at the hearing. 

94 m. The proposed ward of the public guardian shall baYe the 

95 right to appeal udH~rst- orders a11d judgments il1 the maJtHe1· im·-

96 scri1*d i11 Rules Governing the Courts of the State of New Jersey, 

9i a11d tlw pro}JosE:d ward shall have the right to appellate counsel. 

98 who shall ht_. compensated as provided in aubeection e. of tl1ii; 

99 aectio11. 

1 11. a. If, pursuant to section 10 of thiB act, it i& determined that 

2 the public guudian should be appointed for a proposed ward, the 

3 court shall entE:1· a11 order that makes findings of fact on the bal:)is 

4 of clear, W!t-quivocal, aud oonvincing e1'idenee supporting each 

5 grant of authority to tlu.- public guardian and that: 

5 (1) estaLli15Le~ whether the public guardiau has authority o,·er 

6 the person, or the property, or both person and propert~·, or fo,~ 

7 ward; 

8 (2) EEtablishes whetlier. and to what extent, the autborit)· over 

9 persou or propert)· or both is partial; and 

10 (3) Sets tlte term of appointment, which ahalJ be no longer tha11 

11 provided iu subsection a. of section 10 of this act. 

12 b. ~o gnrnt of authority to the public guardiau will be more tl1a11 

13 the leaist restrictin· alternative warranted wider the facb, and th 

14 public guardiall shall t!mploy the form of auiatauce that least 

15 interferes \\ith the capacity of a Vt·ard to act lll his OW'li behalf. 

16 c. There will Le 110 liability by phyaicialll for failure to obtain 

17 consent from a ward or proposed ward of the public guardian i11 au 

18 emergency that threate11s death or serious bodily harm. 

1 12. a. Each ward ot the public guardian &hall have the right to 

2 prompt and adequate personal aud medical care, treatment. and 

3 rehabilitative services for the purposes both of meeting 11eed8 for 

4 protection froru physical injury, illlless, or disease aud of restora-

5 tiou to the abilities to care for oneself and to make oue's ow11 i11-

6 fonued decisiou~ about care and treatment aerviees. 

i b. Iii the event that the public guardian is unable to provide 

8 thest..· services out of flllld~ available from the ward's estate aud 

9 income and other private and governmental benefits to which the 

10 ward is entitled, the public guardian or ward may petition thE.-

11 eourt for au order requiring the State through the county to 

12 provide funds that are necessary to provide services that '\\'ould 

13 implement the ward's right to services. The petition &hall pro\'ide 

14 complete details with regard to funds and other benetitE at the 

15 public guardian '8 dispoaal and justification for the neceaaity and 

16 appropriateness of the services for which finances are unavailable. 
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17 Upon receipt of the ~tition, the conrl shall schednie the matter for 

18 a hearing 1t\'ithin twenty days and cause the petition and notice of 

19 the hearing to be served upon the public guardin.n, the ward, the 

20 ward's attorney, and the Department of Hmnan Services and tho: 

21 · county welfare agency m the county in which the ward resides. 

22 In preparation for the J1earing, the Department <lf Human SerYices 

23 and the count~- welfare agency iii tae county in which the ward 

24 resides shall have MOeM to •va.nt .re ud U.tmellt NCOrd& of 

25 the ward. At the hearing, the burden of proof by a preponderance 

26 of the endenee will be upon the petitioni.Dg party. 

27 c. At the conclusion of the hearing, the court &ball enter an order 

28 dismissing the petition or requiring the Department of Bwnau 

29 Services through the county welfue age:aey in die eoWlty i11 which 

30 the ward resides to provide the neeesary fundl for Uf senires to 

Bl which the ward bu a right acier nbMctioa &. of tiDs eection and 

32 from which there is et lea.at • substantial probability of significant 

33 benefit to the ward. 

1 13. The public guardi&ll mar be d.iecharged hy • eou.rt with 

2 respect to any of the autAority granW ner _. -m llpDD peti-

8 tion of the gravely diabled elderly person or &DJ' iDt.ereated person 

4 or upon the eourt's own motion, when it appeare tMt the een·ice~ 

fi of the public guardian are no longer neae11u.ry. 

I 14. a. When a penon u appointed to die position of public 

2 gm.niian, he succeeds immediatel! to an rig.kt., dutie1, Nfipon-

3 sibilities, powers, and authoritie& of the pr.eeecling pablie gaardinn. 

4 b. Wben the position of publie guardian it ftellnt. aabordinate 

5 personnel employed under aecti..oll £ of tJlil act &hall oentw•e to act 

6 as if the pOEition of pnb~ guardian WU filled. 

7 c. Wh~ the position of public guardian Oeoosiee '¥91Callt, a 

B suoeessor m office shall be appointed within f orty-iR days. 

1 rn. In any proce-eding for appomtment 9f .. paWic gu.rdian, or 

2 in any proet-eding invoking tJie est.ate of 111. granly clisaWed elderly 

3 person for whom n public guardian ha1 been awoillted eonsera•ator 

f or guardian. the court may vai\·~ any oourt ~or tUin,g fee.. 

1 Hi. The Public .!.d\"ocnte shall adopt rules and regulations it; 

2 accordance 1ritl1 the "Administrative Proeedure Ad.," P. L. 196S, 

3 c. 410 (C. 52:14B-1 et seq.) to effectuate the purpoeei ol thia act. 

l 17. There is appropriated $200,000.00 lrcm Ule Ca&ino Revenue 

2 Fnnd established under aeet.iou 145 of P. L. 19'l7, e. ll-0 (C. 

B 5 :12-145) to the Department of tee Public Adl'OC&te. 

1 18. This act ahall take efiect on Janua~- 1, 198.5. 
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STATEME?'-.~ 

This bill establishes a "Public Guardianship Program for Elderly 

Adults" for senior citizens age 60 years or older, who are graYely 

disabled, unable to adequate!~· care for their health or their financial 

resources, lacking willing and responsible family members or 

friends to sen-e as guardian, and do not have adequate income or 

wealth to compensate a private guardian. 

This program is created in the Department of the Public Advo

cate and is to be independent of any Hrvice-providing agency. The 

Public .A.dTI>eate shall appoint the program head who will be the 

public guardian and prepare guidelines for the program which 

ahall include establishing program offices which are responsible 

for no more than 500 wards and setting caseloads for professional 

lta1f members which shall not be greater than 30 wards. 

A gravely disabled elderly person, or any county welfare agt:ucy 

acting on behalf of a gravely disabled elderly person may petition 

the court for appointment of a public guardian, who shall have the 

aame powers and duties as a pri"'ate guardian or conservator. The 

public guardian shall employ at least one social worker and one 

tnancial manager and may employ other professional lta'ff mem

bers necessary for the proper performance of his duties. The public 

guardian may contract for any necessary services, and may accept 

-.olunteer or consultant services. The public guardian may not com

mit a ward to a mental facility withont an involuntary commitment 

proceeding as provided by law. 

Persons who are financially able to, will bear reaponaibility for 

paying for administrative costs of a public guardian or coats in

curred in the appointment procedure. Initial appointment by the 

court of the public guardian as guardian or conservator ahall be 

for no more than six months, with successive appointments for 

no more than one year. No later than 30 days prior to the expira

tion of his term as guardian or conservator, the guardian shall file 

an inventory and account with the court, and a statement which 

aha.ll include the present personal status of the ward, the public 

guardian's plan concerning the ward's well-being and capacity, and 

the need for continuance or diacontinuance of the guardianship or 

conservator. 

The eonrt ahall hold a hearing concerning the appointment or 

ruewal of appointment of the public guardian. The proposed ward 

shall be pre1ent at the hearing unle88 he ia medically incapacitated. 

The proposed ward bas the following rights : to cowisel ; to trial 

by jury; to secure an independent medical and or psychological 

examination; to remain silent; to refuse to an8'ver questions when 
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the answers may incriminate him; to have counsel or any other 

mental health professional present; to retain confidentiality of the 

evaluation; to present evidence; to confront and cross-examine 

witnesses; and, to ha\e the court and jury, if any, informed regard

ing the influence of any psychotropic medication being taken and to 

appeal adverse orders and judgments. The proposed ward shall 

also have the right to prompt and adequate personal and medical 

ea.re, treatment, rehabilitative services. 

If appointment of a guardian is determined by the court, the 

court order entered shall establish whether the public guardian has 

authority over the person, or the property or both; whether and 

to what extent this authority is partial; and the term of appoint

ment. The grant of authority ahall be no more than the least 

restrictive alternative warranted. 

The public guardian can petition the court for an order requiring 

the State, through the county, to provide funds for necessary 

1ervices, if funds are not available from the ward's estate and in

come and from other private or governmental benefita to which 

the ward is entitled. 

The bill includes a $200,000.00 appropriation from the Casino 
Bevenue Fund to the Department of the Public Advocate. 





S£NATOO CATHERINE A. CDSTA (Chairwoman): Good morning. I 

am Cathy Costa, and I am the Chairman of the Senate Commit tee on 

Aging. I welcome you to this public hearing on Senate Bill 1927, the 

Public Guardianship Program for elderly adults. 

Can you all hear me? (affirmative response) I thought I 

could just speak softly through this microphone and you would be able 

to hear me, but this is only for our recording machine. 

Nationally and in New Jersey, the issue of public 

guardianship has received increasing attention. It is widely believed 

that there are some elderly people who are L11able to look after their 

own best interests. They have no family nor friends who are willing 

and able to assume the responsibility. Some elderly people who are 

unable to look after their own best interests do not have the wealth to 

attract a competent, private guardian. 

I wish to thank Senator Pallone for raising this important 

issue and offering, in his bill, an approach to deal with this 

problem. The Committee has called this public hearing because we 

believe that the issues raised by Senator Pallone's bill are both 

important and complex. We will need the experience, knowledge, and 

expertise of those of you here today as we consider this bil 1. In 

addition to any points you wish to make, the Committee would appreciate 

the views of the witnesses on several issues of particular concern. 

One, what is the extent of the unmet need for guardianship 

services? Two, is a public guardianship program the best way of 

meeting this need? If it is, where in government should the program be 

located? Three, how can we develop a program which protects both the 

welfare and the rights of the people it would serve? Four, how should 

a public guardianship program interrelate with existing statutory 

provisions for guardianship? 

I understand we have language in our statutes that differ 

from that in the bill. This is what I am speaking about. 

We are ready to listen to you and learn from. you. I'm sure 

Senator Pallone will appreciate your suggestions, perhaps for 

amendments to this bill. 

New Jersey State Library 
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We are expecting Senator Leanna Brown. She isn't here yet, 

but when she does come in, I' ll introduce her. I understand that 

Senator Garibaldi is in Italy; that sounds great. Both Senators 

Lesniak and Jackman could not be here with us today. We have people 

who are recording this public hearing, so a transcript will be made 

available. 

With that, I would like to call Senator Frank Pallone, a 

Democrat from District 11~ Monmouth County. 

SENA TOR FRANK PALLOt£, JR.: Thank you, Senator Costa. I want to 

thank you for having this public hearing today on what I consider to be 

a very important issue and something that hopefully we can work out in 

a legislative approach which will provide for a program that will 

benefit the elderly who are concerned and will be around for a long 

time. That is something we can be proud of. 

I may take a little more time than you are expecting, only 

because I want to give a little background of my own experience in 

dealing with some of these cases. I also want to talk in general about 

some suggested changes in the bill. 

Until I was recently elected to the Senate, I was working for 

Monmouth County Protective Services for the Elderly, which is an 

innovative program basically for abused and neglected elderly. One of 

the speakers here today is the Director of that program, Judy Parnes, 

who organized and also set up the program in Monmouth County. 

There are other protective services for the elderly in a few 

other counties around the State, but in general, the functions of 

Protective Services in most of the counties are performed by the County 

Board of Social Services. 

I acted as an attorney on a part-time basis for Protective 

Services for the Elderly in Monmouth County. I came across many cases 

in the_ period of time I was there about a year or so -- where there 

were elderly individuals who had no relatives nor friends. Most of 

them were in their own homes or apartments, and because of their 

situation, because they basically were incompetent, they had to be 

taken into court to have guardians appointed. Through Protective 

Services for the Elderly, we initiated guardianship proceedings. In 
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other words, we were, in fact, the plaintiffs in guardianship actions 

on behalf of these individuals when they were found. 

The procedure, as outlined in this bill-- One of the things 

that the bill does, which I think hasn't been brought up, but should be 

mentioned is, the bill provides in fact, it requires -- that the 

County Board of Social Services will have a mandate to bring 

guardianship actions when they find people who do not have friends or 

relatives who could provide private guardianship actions. 

You may know what the normal procedure is. If you have a 

mother or a father who needs to have a guardian appointed, you, as a 

son, daughter, nephew, or friend, can simply go into court and be 

the plaintiff in the action. If the court finds that the person is 

incompetent in the case of a guardianship or a conservatorship-- If 

the court finds that a conservator should be appointed, normally the 

friend or relative who initiated that action is appointed as the 

guardian or conservator. In the case where there is no such relative 

or friend, the County Board of Social Services, or the Protective 

Services Agency which might be contracted through the County Board of 

Social Services, would bring the action. 

What has happened with Protective Services in Monmouth County 

is, even though we bring the action, once the action is brought, if the 

person is declared incompetent and a guardian has to be appointed, 

since there is no relative or friend who can be appointed, the court 

normally finds a member of the bar -- an attorney -- who, in most cases 

that I ran across, was a younger person. In fact, after I left 

Protective Services, the court, in some cases, asked me to come in. In 

other words, the court will appoint a private attorney to represent the 

person who is the subject of the proceeding. That person will 

represent the alleged incompetent person during the course of the 

proceeding, but after the proceeding, that same attorney, who is often 

a young member of the bar, is then appointed to be the actual guardian. 

The problem has been that in many cases, that individual 

simply cannot take on that responsibility because he has too many other 

things to do, or he is not paid to compensate for the activity he is 

concerned with. Normally a person who is a member of the bar, 
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especially if he is younger, doesn't have the time to constantly 

monitor the person who he is guardian of. He may have to place this 

person in a nursing home, which is often the case. He has the 

financial responsibility, as well as the responsibility to care for 

that person as an individual. The attorney simply cannot handle that 

responsibility. It is just basically an ad hoc procedure, which, in my 

opinion, usually doesn't work out. 

What we are advocating here is that in those cases 

are not that many, but there are quite a few across the State 

there 

where 

there is no friend or relative who could be appointed guardian, we 

should establish a public guardianship office. Where that office is to 

be located has yet to be determined. That agency would take on the 

responsibility of guardianship or conservatorship for those individuals 

who don't have anyone to do it. That office would have financial 

managers -- accountants who can handle the individuals as far as their 

finances are concerned. There would also be social workers involved 

who would be able to visit the persons who have been declared 

incompetent. The idea is that there would be an ongoing responsibility 

on the part of the agency to care for these various individuals. That 

is the basic problem we are trying to address here. 

Now, I am just going to briefly get into some other points 

with regard to the bill and the placement of this Public Guardianship 

Program. 

One of the things that was pointed out initially when I 

drafted the bill was that the bill provides for the Office of the 

Public Advocate to house the Public Guardianship Program. After 

discussions with people from the Public Advocate's office, and further 

discussions with other possible agencies, it is my recommendation that 

this Public Guardianship Program be placed instead within the 

Department of Corrwnunity Affairs, which, in effect, has a status similar 

to the Office on Aging or the Ombudsman for the Institutionalized 

Elderly. In other words, it would be a separate office within that 

Department, which would not be accountable to the Office on Aging or 

the Ombudsman. It would have a status equal to them. 
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Within the Public Guardianship Program, there would be 

regional offices around the State that would handle groups of 

counties. As you know, in the bill itself, it specifies in terms of 

numbers, and that isn't etched in concrete either. The idea is that 

any regional office would be responsible for no more than 500 wards, 

and there would be set caseloads for professional staff members, which 

would not be greater than 30 wards. The reason we have that in there 

is because we do not want one individual to have the responsibility for 

a tremendous number of people. That would defeat the purpose of the 

legislation, which is that there is someone who has the responsibility 

and the ·,ime to deal and monitor these wards. However, those numbers 

are not etched in concrete; those are suggestions, and I think that 

they are good suggestions. I would leave them the way they are. 

I have gone through the bill, and I should point out that the 

way it is drafted conflicts a little with what I had originally 

intended. I do not intend to set up a different criteria for 

guardianship or conservatorship than that which presently exists. Let 

me explain very briefly what I mean by that. 

Right now, if you have a guardianship proceeding, and you go 

into court with, say, a private guardian-- for example, I go in -- my 

grandmother and I and I bring about a proceeding to have my 

grandmother declared incompetent in order to be appointed guardian. 

There are established rules for guardianship that have been used for 

centuries -- certainly in this century -- that establish what the court 

has to do to declare a person incompetent. We don't want to change 

that; we don't want to change the procedure for declaring someone 

incompetent in any way. Similarly, with regard to a conservatorship, 

there are established rules for that proceeding. Obviously, if someone 

who has a conservator appointed is not incompetent, but is basically 

making a voluntary decision that he wants a conservator appointed for 

certain purposes because he doesn't feel he can handle things himself--

In other words, that is a voluntary act under the law on the part of 

the individual involved. 

We are not in any way trying to change those criteria. I 

think the way the bill is set up now, it kind of gives the impression, 
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through the use of the term "grave disability," and by defining things 

such as "lack of capacity to make informed decisions, severe mental 

disorder, and unable to manage one's financial resources"-- All of 

these definitions that are being used are used because the bill sets up 

a procedure whereby once a guardian or conservator is appointed for a 

six-month period at the most, they have to come back into court every 

year. In other words, this sets up a procedure whereby the guardian or 

conservator can only be appointed for a maximum of six months. After 

that, there is a review on an annual basis where the person comes back 

into court to review whether or not he should continue to have a 

guardian or a conservator. 

The problem I see with this procedure is that it sets up new 

rules as to what happens when that hearing is held. That is why the 

bill gets into all these statements about mental capacity, gravely 

disabled, etc. 

I don't want to take all of the Committee's time, but what I 

would like to do with the bil 1 is eliminate that hearing process. In 

other words, I'm convinced that when you go in for a guardianship 

proceeding or a conservatorship proceeding, the court makes a decision, 

just like they do now, as to whether or not a person is incompetent and 

a guardian should be appointed, or whether or not there is a need for a 

conservator. The court can now decide whether or not that should be 

for a six-month period, a period of a year, or an indeterminate period, 

depending upon the person, what they see when they see the individual, 

and the testimony brought forth. Once that determination is made, I 

don't see a need to have the annual hearing process where additional 

criteria that we are defining in the bill have to be brought forward in 

order for that person to continue to be either under a guardianship or 

a conservatorship. I think we should just follow the normal 

procedures. 

I think on Page 9 of the bill, Section 13, it says, "The 

public guardian may be discharged by a court with respect to any of the 

authority granted over each ward upon petition of the gravely disabled 

person or any interested person or upon the court's own motion, when it 

appears that the services of the public guardian are no longer 
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necessary." I think that is a sufficient safeguard which exists now 

whereby if in that rare case -- and I do mean rare, because we are not 

talking about people who are young and W"lo become mentally disturbed 

and go back and forth; in other words, who can be rehabilitated-- We 

are basically talking about people who have reached a very advanced 

stage of senility. You know that that person usually cannot be 

rehabilitated; it usually gets worse. In fact, I don't know of a 

single case myself among the ones we have worked with where anyone got 

better. We are really talking about a deteriorating condition. The 

chances that someone is going to be rehabilitated or come back from 

this advanced stage of senility-- It just doesn't happen. If it does 

happen, I think this section -- Section 13 -- is a sufficient safeguard 

for that type of situation. 

What I am basically asking is that the bill be amended to 

take out this need to come back to court on an annual basis and to 

establish new criteria beyond what currently exists for guardianship or 

conservatorship. I think that is going to get the public guardians 

into a situation where they have to spend a lot of money on legal 

fees. There are going to be cases of going back to court everyday 

because if you have 500 wards in a regional office, and there are 365 

days in a year, you are going to be in court everyday for one of these 

types of hearings, which I think are really unnecessary. 

In terms of the amendments, I am talking about eliminating 

this need for an annual hearing, eliminating all of these phrases about 

grave disability and lack of capacity, because they all go to that 

additional hearing process. Also, I am talking about changing the 

department so that it would be the Department of Community Affairs, an 

autonomous body within that Department. 

Another thing I want to add is, we are not just dealing with 

poor people. Let's get that out of our minds. Many of the people who 

I worked with through Protective Services were actually wealthy, and in 

some cases, extremely wealthy. So, we are not talking about poor 

people. There are many references in the bill about finances, kind of 

giving the impression initially in the "whereas clauses" that we are 

only dealing with people who do not have the finances to have a private 
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guardian. We are dealing with people who don't have a relative or a 

friend who can be appointed guardian. Those people can be wealthy or 

poor, if you understand what I am saying. If the person can afford to 

pay the cost of the guardianship proceedings and the administrative or 

bureaucratic costs of running the public guardianship office, then he 

should be paying part of the costs of maintaining these guardianship 

proceedings out of his available funds. In other words, part of the 

cost of running the public guardianship office which would be prorated 

for them. 

On the other hand, if the person is indigent or has very 

little money, then he would be paying nothing or a minimal amount. I 

think the procedures set forth in the bill on Page 5 should be kept. 

In other words, it talks about the ability of the income or estate to 

pay and how the public guardian would be in a position to obtain the 

finances and records of the individual so that if there is the ability 

to pay, the individual would have to defray part of the costs of 

running the program. I think that is only fair, and it is also 

something which is consistent with current law, because the court now, 

as part of a guardianship proceeding, can assess costs. Even in those 

cases where a young attorney is appointed to be the guardian, that 

person can assess certain costs against the estate, as well. I think 

that is also consistent with the current law. 

I guess what I am trying to stress here today is, I don't 

really think this bill, as amended, is that much of a change in the 

current law. What we are really trying to do is deal with those 

speci fie cases of people who don't have a friend or relative to act as 

a guardian. As outlined and as amended, I think the bill also would be 

much less costly because the only costs incurred ·would be for the 

sodal workers and the financial people -- the accountants -- who are 

monitoring these individuals. This would not include the court costs 

and the attorney costs we would get involved in if we had to constantly 

take people back into court. It is not that I am against attorneys 

making money, but you know, if we are looking to save money, we have to 

cut back on the amount of court hearings and other legal niceties. 

(laughter) 
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Again, I thank you for having the hearing. I think the 

issue, although it is basically simple, can be very complicated in 

terms of trying to explain what we are doing. I hope I have shed some 

light on exactly what we are talking about and who we are trying to 

protect. Thanks again. 

SENA TOR COS TA: Thank you, Senator Pal lone. There is one 

part that you didn't cover, which I think is important, and that is, 

the $200, ODO appropriation from casino revenue funds. First of all, 

do you have any idea if that sum is the proper amount? Would that 

cover it all? 

SENATOR PALLONE: Well, I think the way I have outlined it in 

terms of setting up the Public Guardianship Program, which is primarily 

a social services financial management type of agency with regional 

offices that would cover a group of counties rather than having one for 

each county, that might be a good ball-park figure. Again, I don't 

even know where we got the figure, to tell you the truth. 

SENATOR COSTA: Wouldn't it be better to have this as moneys 

from the General Fund because you said that some of this money would 

come back? 

SENATOR PALLONE: Oh, yes. That is true. 

SENATOR COSTA: So, wouldn't it be proper and more 

appropriate to get it from the General Fund because we have hesitation 

on moneys coming from the casino revenue funds, especially since we 

want to prioritize the needs of the major part of our citizens, and 

then make sure there is enough money in that fund for those things, 

rather than to help just a few citizens. 

SENA TOR PALLONE: I see your point, and I have no problem 

with that. I have personally been contacted, as we all have been, by 

senior citizens who have already set their priorities in terms of 

casino funds. So, I have no problem with the General Fund. 

You also bring up a good point, which is that since some of 

the money may be coming back, I wonder if we might even be better-

You would have that go back into the General Fund as well. 

Another option which I haven't really thought about is 

setting up a separate fund so that the money generated would go back 
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towards this specific purpose. We can argue over that as well; I don't 

really know. 

SENATOR COSTA: That could be a line item in the Community 

Affairs budget, which could be for this project. Then any moneys that 

come in would go back into the General Fund. 

SENATOR PALLONE: Right. It would go back towards it, yes. 

SENATOR COSTA: It would kind of pay for itself. 

SENA TOR PALLONE: Sure. My intention from the beginning was 

not that we would necessarily use casino funds, so I have no problem 

with that. 

SENATOR COSTA: Thank you very much. You explained it very 

well. 

SENA TOR PALLONE: Thank you. 

SENATOR COSTA: Before I call the next witness, I failed to 

introduce two very important people -- three, I guess: David Rosen, 

who is our Committee staff aid; Barbara Cantrell, who is a partisan 

staff aid; and, Margie Krampf, who is also a partisan staff aid. Would 

you like to come over here and sit with us, Margie? 

Our next witness will be James Cunningham, New Jersey 
Association of Health Care Facilities. 

JAMES D. C~NINGHAH: Thank you, Chairwoman Costa. My name is Jim 

Cunningham, and I am President of the New Jersey Association of Health 

Care Facilities. The Association represents some 180 nursing homes and 

licensed residential health care facilities across the State. 

I am here today to give our full support for Senator 

Pallone's bill, 5-1927, the "Public Guardianship Program for Elderly 

Adults Act." 

A number of our member facilities have learned firsthand in 

recent years how important it is to be able to obtain public guardians 

for incompetent nursing home patients who have serious health problems 

requiring hospital attention. For more than a year, our Association 

has recognized the need for such a program and has been prodding both 

the Ombudsman's office and the Public Advocate to develop procedures 

similar to those in Senator Pallone's bill. 
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In order to underscore the need for such legislation, I'd 

like to tell you about two cases in the past few years in which nursing 

home residents were jeopardized by the lack of such a program. 

In the first case, a nursing home was advised by a physician 

that an elderly female patient would go blind within two weeks without 

an operation. In the second case, a patient required periodic blood 

transfusions which could only be performed in a hospital. The reason 

for that was, this particular patient had very adverse reactions to 

transfusions, and lf'lless he was in the acute care setting, he could die 

just from the transfusions. In both cases, the Ombudsman's office was 

eventually able to convince local Legal Aid attorneys to serve as 

public guardians, but only after intensive pressure. Legal Aid made it 

clear that their services could not be expected in the future for such 

functions. In both cases, and in others -- there are a number of them 

-- the hospital refused to perform surgery or other procedures because 

the incompetent patients were unable to sign legal release forms. The 

hospital viewed the treatments as elective, rather than as emergencies 

to be performed in life-threatening situations. Regarding the blind 

woman, I had a rather callous comment from a hospital person who said, 

"The woman is 80 years old and senile; what is the difference if she 

goes blind?" I thought that was a rather remarkable statement. 

We don't know to what extent the State's new DRG 

reimbursement plan has influenced such decisions, al though we suspect 

that the hospitals would not be paid for whatever time the patient 

would spend in bed awaiting the final appointment of a legal guardian. 

Perhaps hospitals would invite serious legal difficulties by 

administering treatment without a patient's or guardian's permission. 

In the past, hospitals obtained limited guardianship for this 

procedure and then performed the operation. After that, the limited 

guardianship ended. Hospitals no longer do that. It may be due to the 

$600 or $800 cost to get that guardianship, or it may be because they 

are not being paid for the couple of days that the person is laying in 

bed waiting for the guardianship. These could be results of the DRG 

system. 
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What we do know is that the present situation is intolerable, 

and the lives of elderly people will continue to be jeopardized if 

permanent corrective measures are not taken. That is why the New 

Jersey Association of Health Care Facilities supports S-1927 and urges 

you to release it, or some version of it, as quickly as possible, so 

that the elderly patients do not suffer. 

SENATOR COSTA: Thank you very much, Mr. Cunningham. You 

never did tell us the outcome of that. Was she able to get her--

MR. CUNNINGHAM: (interrupting) It took a few weeks, but the 

Ombudsman was able to get Legal Aid to move in. The operation 

eventually did take place. We have had a couple of other situations 

where doctors have agreed to come in and do certain things in the 

nursing home, even though they were somewhat risky. I called a meeting 

with the Ombudsman and the Public Advocate in an attempt to work out a 

permanent solution -- not limited guardianships, and that type of 

thing. It was draggy, but we didn't have new cases. After four or 

five months, all of a sudden a few new situations developed, and we 

still had no solution to the problem. We still don't today because 

Legal Aid doesn't want that load. The Public Advocate's office 

probably feels it is inappropriate for them too. 

What we are saying is, the system must come, and we don't 

care who does it. Just put it in place. 

SENA TOR COSTA: It is a step in the right direction. It 

certainly leaves a lot to be desired. I don't know what happened to 

the oath of hypocrisy, or is it the Hippocratic oath? 

MR. CUNNINGHAM: I think that is for doctors, not hospitals. 

(laughter) 

SENATOR COSTA: That is for doctors also. If anyone watched 

the movie last night on television regarding hospital care, it said we 

have a long way to go, but this is a step in the right direction. 

Thank you very much for your testimony. 

Lois Hull, Director of the Essex County Office on Aging? 

(not present) 

Judi th Parnes, Director of Monmouth County Protective 

Services for the Elderly? Are you Lois Hull? 

Jll>ITH S. PARNES: No, I'm Judith Parnes. I don't think Lois is here. 
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It is nice to be here. Thanks for the opportunity to speak 

again. If you remember, I spoke this past summer in Burlington 

County about the need for a comprehensive guardianship program, so I am 

quite excited that Senator Pallone has introduced this bill. 

As you said, I direct Protective Services for the Elderly. 

It is a program in Monmouth County. In addition to that, I am a 

consultant to various nursing home facilities in Monmouth and Ocean 

Counties. I see the need for guardianship from two sides, both for the 

elderly who live at home and the elderly who are institutionalized. 

In general, I am obviously in favor of the bill. That is 

basically because of the two problems that this bill addresses. 01e is 

that it specifically addresses who will have the right to initiate 

guardianship actions, and two is because it obviously sets up the 

Office of Public Guardianship. 

What is occurring throughout the State is, it would depend on 

what county that person lives in, and if that county has any program 

established and is willing to even initiate a guardianship action. In 

Monmouth County, there is no problem. In other counties where there 

are counterparts to my program, if an elderly person is deemed 

incompetent, there is a procedure whereby the county can initiate 

guardianship, and the person can be declared incompetent. However, in 

many counties, there is no established program, and no agency is 

willing to take on that position. This bill establishes that the 

County Boards of Social Services would have that responsibility. 

I would like to add that I understand there are presently 

various protective service bills pending, and all of those bills 

reenforce this principle by also stating that the County Boards of 

Social Services would have the responsibility for initiating 

guardianship actions. 

The second half of the bill, and more importantly, is that it 

establishes the Office of Public Guardianship. 

Senator Pallone has already covered my points, but to 

summarize, some of the areas that would need better amendment 

clarification are: 
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First, I, too, agree that the Office of Public Guardianship 

should not be housed within the Public Advocate's office. I think that 

placing it Lllder the Department of Community Affairs would be a better 

location for it. 

Second, and very important! y, the same standards that are 

presently used for guardianship proceedings and conservatorship 

proceedings -- that is, Title 3 b. in the statutes -- would also be 

used for the Office of Public Guardianship. 

Third, the bill discusses financial eligibility for those who 

may be entitled to this program. I think Senator Pallone clarified 

that this program -- this Off ice of Public Guardianship -- would be for 

all elderly people who either have no families who can be appointed 

guardians, or possibly worse than that, the situation that we get 

involved in, which is for those who have families who have been abusive 

to their elderly relatives. They would not be the appropriate persons 

to be appointed guardians. 

Fourth, the bill addresses the former requirement that within 

six months and then annually, the incompetent individual would be 

reviewed, and the Office of Public Guardianship would need to go back 

to court. I agree with Senator Pallone in that I don't think this is 

necessary. It would be much too cumbersome to have to go back to court 

annually for these individuals. 

Lastly, and most importantly, this bill deals with the person 

once they are already declared incompetent. Obviously, the strictest 

of standards would have to be utilized for those elderly people if they 

are deemed incompetent. This is not for the vast majority of the 

elderly, but for the very few. 

In Monmouth County, we are presently only doing about one 

guardianship action per month. That is not many, so in terms of 

predicting how many people we are talking about statewide, I don't 

think we are talking about a lot of people if we are talking about 

people in the corTITlunit y. Then again, if we talk about the 

institutionalized elderly and the need for guardianship, there would be 

many more numbers. This would not be a program where every elderly 

person who is confused would be declared incompetent. It would really 

be for those who needed a guardian appointed. 
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Thank you. 

SENATOR COSTA: Thank you. I would like to question you 

about something you said. If you come in when someone is abused by his 

family, can't you into court and ask to be the guardian for that 

individual? 

MS. PARNES: Yes. 

SENATOR COSTA: What happens in that case? 

MS. PARNES: At the hearing, the judge would hear testimony 

from the family member, and then he would decide who would be appointed 

guardian. That has happened. When we file our affidavits, obviously 

we provide a lot of supporting information in terms of what the 

problems have historically been. 

SENATOR COSTA: This bill does not cover anything like that. 

MS. PARNES: This bills picks it up from the end. It would 

be the county courts that would have already deemed the person 

incompetent. The second half is, who is to be appointed? Then it 

would be the Office of Public Guardianship, so it really is taking it 

away from that problem. 

SENATOR COSTA: Thank you very much. 

Our next witness will be Herbert Hinkle, Director of the 

Division of Advocacy for the Developmentally Disabled, Department of 

the Public Advocate? 

HERBERT HINKLE: Good morning, Senator and staff members. We 

appreciate the opportunity to deliver our remarks. Basically, what I 

have to say was put forth in greater detail in Commissioner Rodriguez's 

letter of July 20 to the the sponsor of the bill. 

We very much appreciate the expression of support that was 

solicited in Senator Pallone's bill. I think some of our remarks have 

become moved by virtue of the comments that the Senator has made. 

I just want to underscore the point that we think it would be 

incompatible with our functions as critic and advocate to take on 

lifelong responsibilities with respect to incapacitated individuals. 

Also, I think any other kind of advocacy program would find itself 

similarly compromised. One illustration would be that if one of the 

local offices was responsible for, let's say, 500 clients, their care 
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and treatment, and being concerned for their placement, it would make 

it rather difficult later on to turn around and perhaps criticize a 

particular service provider when you have placed 20 individuals with 

that service provider, or when you are very dependent upon that service 

provider to meet the needs of your other client population. It causes 

some problems in that regard. 

We had some problems concerning the use of procedures that 

were different from Title 3 b., but it appears that they are going to 

be clarified. We very much support the idea of public guardianship. 

We don't think a legal vacuum should exist when someone has been found 

to be incompetent, and yet there is no one who can act as that person's 

surrogate at the appropriate time. I think the illustrations given by 

Mr. Cunningham on behalf of the Nursing Home Association very well 

underscore that need. 

That is pretty much a summary of the position that we have on 

this bill. We would certainly be willing to work with Senator Pallone 

or any other party in terms of trying to develop something that will 

come out more along the lines that he was talking about this morning. 

SENATOR COSTA: Thank you. Your arguments are now moot, and 

you are in favor of--

MR. HINKLE: (interrupting) We were al ways in favor of the 

public guardianship concept. 

SENATOR COSTA: (continuing) --the bill as amended. 

MR. HINKLE: Well, we would like to see what it looks like 

when it is amended, but we think there seems to be sup po rt. I'm not 

sure and, I don't say that we would necessarily disagree with this 

-- if the bill should be administered on the State level. It might be 

that Community Affairs or whatever agency is selected should issue 

guidelines to the public guardianship programs. It might very well be 

that those programs should be administered on the county level by the 

appropriate county offices. I simply raise that as a point for further 

consideration and discussion. 

SENATOR COSTA: All right, thank you very much. 

Mr. D'Ambrosia, Ombudsman for the Institutionalized Elderly? 

Welcome, it is nice to meet you. As I said, you have big shoes to fill 
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because John Fay was the Ombudsman, but I'm sure you will fill them 

well. 

G.R. D'AMBROSIO, JR.: I'll try my best. First of all, I would like 

to thank Senator Pal lone for raising this issue, as you did in your 

opening statement. Thank you for feeling it is a significant enough 

issue to have a hearing on. 

This is an issue that I have looked at for quite some time as 

general counsel to the office I work in. I tried to review what other 

states have done with regard to the problem. It is a huge problem. It 

doesn't seem as though there is any easy solution, and it doesn't seem 

as though any one program is totally effective. Some are certainly 

better than others. 

Regarding this particular bill, we, as an office, support the 

concept and intent. One thing we thought about as a result of reading 

the bill was the fact that it does not make any kind of distinction 

between the elderly in the community and the elderly in institutions. 

It sort of allows for both to be covered. In the one provision, it 

says that a county welfare agency, for instance, can petition the court 

in a guardianship proceeding. 

We have consistently said that our office would be more than 

willing to take care of the institutionalized people who fall within 

the categories of this need. If the Senator felt that it might be 

easier-- After looking at all of the amendments that he spoke about 

and some that have been suggested here today, if the Senator would like 

to consider that, we certainly would be more than willing to work with 

him on making that distinction. 

We are a little concerned about the staffing numbers. I 

don't know how the amount of $200,000 was arrived at. It would appear 

to me that that might be a little short of what is needed to have a 

successful program; I don't know for sure. I really don't. Certainly 

we would not be in favor of it coming from the casino funds. I guess 

that is already moot; it has already been discussed. 

We are somewhat concerned about the 20-day period for a 

hearing. Mr. Cunningham brought up certain situations that our office 

learned of in which 20 days might not be enough. I know it is very 
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difficult to get all the data that is necessary to move on one of these 

proceedings. Certainly 20 days isn't a lot of time, but it may be too 

much time for certain cases, particularly where institutionalized 

people are involved. 

Basically, those are the comments we have. When we learned 

of this issue with the implementation of the DRG system and hospitals 

seeming to take a different approach towards this problem, I had 

meetings with the Department of Health to explore an existing 

regulation Wiich says that hospitals must accept patients for emergency 

care. At that time, I asked for clarification of how emergency care 

was defined. I was told that there was no formal definition placed on 

that phrase, except that it has been interpreted to be life 

threatening. I was told by a Department of Health official that going 

blind was not life threatening; therefore, it could not be considered 

an emergency. That is really what got me going on this issue, because 

I felt that if that regulation was insufficient, it might be able to be 

worked on to help improve or alleviate the main problem we are 

discussing here today. I didn't get too far. 

In general, our office is certain! y in support of the bill, 

and we would be happy to work with the Senator if he wants to make any 

distinction between community elderly and institutionalized elderly. 

SENATOR COSTA: Thank you very much. To get back to what you 

just spoke about, and addressing what Mr. Cunningham said about the 

patient who would go blind, in such an instance, if you were called 

upon at that time, would your office be able to get that person into a 

hospital for care? You said if it were not life-threatening, you could 

not do that. 

MR. D'AMBROSIO: Well, when we got the inquiry, we started to 

look for ways we could help in order to get the person into the 

hospital, short of moving ourselves as a limited guardianship of some 

sort. I thought we could rely on the regulation that called for 

hospitals giving emergency care, but that was when it was brought to my 

attention that going blind could not be considered an emergency. 

Therefore, that avenue was closed to me. 
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The only other avenues I could pursue were either moving 

through our own legal staff -- we are very short-staffed; if we had 

more staff, we would be happy to move along those lines -- or relying 

on the various legal service entities throughout the State. That is 

eventually what I had to do. I had to go to one of those entities and 

say, "Could you do us a favor?" That is how it worked. 

SENA TOR COS TA: You would think that common sense would 

prevail in something like that. Do we have to have legislation to 

define things such as that? 

MR. D'AMBROSIO: Yes, I would certainly think that after 

eight years of a regulation being in place, there may have been an 

opportunity somewhere along the line to formally define what a term 

means if it has been questioned. Maybe that is not the case. 

SENATOR COSTA: I was just thinking of whether it would have 

to be done by a law or if it could be done by a regulation. 

MR. D'AMBROSIO: I don't know. The result of our 

conversations led to a letter put out by the Commissioner to all 

hospital administrators, which sort of elaborated on what might be 

considered or looked at as a possible emergency. Maybe that helped to 

alleviate the problem, but it certainly hasn't solved it. 

SENATOR COSTA: Thank you very much. 

MR. D'AMBROSIO: Thank you. 

SENATOR COSTA: Karen Brindle, Division on Aging, Department 

of Community Affairs? 

GECfiGE CONSOVOY: I'm not Karen. Karen is over there. 

SENATOR COSTA: George Consovoy. 

MR. CONSOVOY: Thank you. We don't look alike. (laughter) 

Most of our problems have been addressed by Senator Pallone 

and the other speakers, but there are a couple of avenues I would like 

to talk about • 

First of all, let me thank you for permitting me to be Karen 

Brindle this morning. (laughter) The Division on Aging is extremely 

happy to support the concept of this bill. We feel there is a need to 

provide guardianship services to gravely disabled elderly people who do 

not have the financial needs to compensate a court-appointed private 
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guardian. We believe that this type of legislation is long overdue. 

SENATOR COSTA: Could you speak just a little louder? I 

don't think anyone can hear you. 

MR. CONSOVOY: A little louder, all right. There are two 

problems that haven't been addressed. We at the Division on Aging also 

see real problems with the 30 wards per one staff worker provision in 

the legislation. Managing just one person's estate and performing the 

role of guardian can often prove difficult. It can indeed prove to be 

a complex task. Multiply that by 30, and you certainly create a 

situation that could be most overwhelming. We believe that the ratio 

should be significantly reduced. 

In addition, qualifications for persons who would serve as 

guardians are not set forth in the legislation. In our opinion, this 

is a most serious omission. Guardianship is a very, very important 

responsibility. 

We are talking about the management of a person's life 

savings, property, etc., and his health. It is essential that the 

people providing guardianship services should be people of 

unquestionable integrity and honesty, have no possibility of personal 

gain from the management of an estate, and have adequate experience in 

the handling of a person's personal property. 

The other issue that was brought up this morning, of course, 

is the placing of this particular office in the Department of Community 

Affairs, which we certainly agree with for various reasons. We have 

the Di vision on Aging, and we have the Ombudsman, of course, in the 

Department of Community Affairs. We feel that they would probably all 

work together, and they would be in constant contact with each other. 

Also, regarding the issue of casino funds, which the 

Chairwoman so ably discussed, we have a problem with that because of 

the fact that there is so much legislation presently in the hopper. 

Legislation has not been passed calling for casino funds, and it just 

isn't conceivable to add another one. We did a study about six months 

ago -- the Division on Aging and myself -- just to see where we were. 

This will probably blow your mind, but approximately $600 million 

dollars is placed in legislation that is presently pending. Probably 
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none of it will be passed, but the demands on the few dollars that are 

left-- I think there are very few dollars left. The last time I 

heard, it was $50 million. Well, if you take $600 million and put it 

with $50 million, with everybody grabbing--

Once again, I would like to urge the Chairwoman to take 

another try at her concurrent resolution calling for a study of casino 

funds by publicly asking the leaders of both houses to appoint the 

people to that very, very important committee. 

That is all I have to say. 

SENATOR COSTA: Thank you, Mr. Consovoy. You spoke about the 

qualifications of the guardians. If that is in the Department of 

Co1T1T1unity Affairs, wouldn't that be taken care of? 

MR. CONSOVOY: That would have to be taken care of in the 

rules and regulations, I would hope. 

SENATOR COSTA: All right. It doesn't necessarily have to be 

spelled out in the bill. 

MR. CONSOVOY: No, not in legislation, but it should be 

spe 11 ed out. 

SENATOR COSTA: Would you feel more comfortable having the 

Omsbudman's office taking care of the institutionalized, while another 

agency would take care of those who are not institutionalized? 

MR. CONSOVOY: Mr. D 'Ambrosio, of course, is here, and I 

think they are actually charged with that. I don't know the 

legislation, Jack, but aren't you charged with that? 

MR. D'AMBROSIO: (speaking from audience) We always have the 

right to take legal action. (Because speaker is not near microphone, 

transcriber unable to hear remaining remarks.) 

MR. CONSOVOY: Well, that could be part of the legislation 

then if it isn't. Just by mentioning it in the legislation, I think it 

would-- I think they can do it. 

SENA TOR COST A: All right. Let's suggest it to Senator 

Pallone, so that he can take that under advisement. 

MR. CONSOVOY: Sure. I think he ought to put it in just to 

lock it up. Of course, they are with the institutionalized elderly at 

all times. I know Jack, and I know the gentleman who spoke before 

him. I think both are fine people. 
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SENA TOR COS TA: 

about that. 

I think Mr. Hinkle wants to say something 

MR. HINKLE: (speaking from audience) If I may just 

interject something, I think a distinction has to be made between 

initiating an action for guardianship and actually receiving the 

subsequent appointment as guardian. I believe the Omsbudsman has the 

authority to do that. 

SENATOR COSTA: Just a minute. Are our hearing reporters 

able to hear him? 

HEARING REPORTER: No. 

SENATOR COSTA: Will you come to one of these microphones and 

repeat that so we can have it for the record? 

MR. HINKLE: What I was saying was, I think there is a 

distinction to be made between initiating an action for the appointment 

of a guardian and actually receiving the appointment as guardian. I 

believe the Ombudsman has the authority to initiate the guardianship 

action, but the law is not clear. I don't know if it is prohibited, 

but it certainly is not addressing the subject of actually receiving 

the appointment and discharging the duties of guardian. That is the 

area that I think should be looked at rather carefully. Just like our 

office, the Ombudsman might be compromising himself by discharging that 

and also serving as critic concerning some of the decisions that his 

office actually put into motion. It is just like the quality of care 

that is being provided in a facility where the Ombudsman's office, in 

fact, placed one of its wards. 

SENATOR COSTA: Thank you, Mr. Hinkle. 

important. 

something--

If Mr. D'Ambrosia would like to 

I think this is very 

come back and say 

MR. D'AMBROSIO: The point I was making was that we would be 

interested in initiating the proceedings. We clearly would not be in 

favor of serving in both capacities; I would see that as a conflict. 

We would want to initiate the proceedings rather than have a county 

welfare agency come into an institution to initiate the proceedings. 

SENATOR COSTA: I see. All right. Thank you for the 

clarification. I appreciate it. 

Senator Pallone, would you like to come up here, please? 
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SENA TOR PALLONE: I just want to reiterate that point. The 

Public Guardianship Office would still act as the guardian for either 

the institutionalized people or people from the community. The way I 

understand the Ombudsman, he is asking that he be able to initiate it 

the same way that the county board does, rather than the Ombudsman 

actually serving as the public guardian. 

The other thing I want to say is, the bill is set up so that 

the agency would be the public guardian. In other words, the public 

guardianship agency would be appointed the guardian; therefore, the 

rules and regulations regarding the employees-- I can see how we would 

have to have rules and regulations with regard to the social workers or 

the financial managers and accountants who work for the agency. I am 

just trying to clarify that we intend for the agency to actually be 

appointed by the court -- not an individual who works for the agency, 

but rather the agency itself. With regard to the people who work under 

the agency, you would have to have rules in terms 

qualifications, but not the qualifications for a guardian. 

be the agency. 

of their 

That would 

SENA TOR COSTA: Thank you, Senator Pallone. Diane Smith, 

Mercer County Legal Services for the Elderly? 

By the way, thank you, Mr. Consovoy. 

DIANE K. 94ITH, ESQ.: Thank you for the opportunity to speak. I am 

the Director of the Mercer County Legal Services Project for the 

Elderly, which is funded under Title 3 b. of the Older American Act. 

We provide civil legal services to residents of Mercer County who are 

age 60 or older. I find in my work there that we receive probably, I 

would say, one or two calls each week -- out of a population of about 

60, 000 seniors in Mercer County -- saying that this bill would be of 

assistance to those types of people. Generally it is a 

well-intentioned friend, neighbor, or agency person who calls and 

describes some situation where an elderly person is at a loss . 

For instance, last week's call was frcxn a woman who was in 

her own home. She had a small savings account, but she didn't use it 

to pay her bills. Her gas and electricity had been turned off, and she 

existed throughout the summer that way. But, when the cold snap 
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started, it became an emergency. The Board's response was, "Well, we 

must take her out and have her institutionalized." That is because 

they don't see any other alternative. 

If there were a possibility of intervention before it became 

an emergency situation, people like this could be maintained in their 

homes with the assistance of social workers and financial managers. 

They would not have to be institutionalized in places where their life 

styles are severely curtailed. They also become wards of the State at 

that point. 

I don't think the importance of this bill can be 

underestimated. 

As far as the Legal Aid Society is concerned, I must say 

something about them since I share office space with them, and I am 

under a similar mandate. It is not that the Legal Aid Societies do not 

want to get involved in these situations. Our Legal Aid Society is 

mandated to represent individuals. When someone calls -- it is 

generally an agency person and says, "You must institute a 

proceeding to have this person declared incompetent," we have to act as 

an adversary to the interests of the client because a guardianship 

proceeding is always an adversary proceeding. The client needs to be 

represented by an attorney, and Legal Aid is generally -- I know our 

office is, and most offices I've spoken with are -- willing to take the 

appointment to represent the alleged incompetent. But, we cannot 

institute a proceeding against their interests -- their own wants and 

interests, not what society believes to be their best interests. 

Sometimes they are the same; often they are not. 

One thing I would suggest in the bill is, it provides that 

the Board of Social Services or an agency may institute a proceeding. 

I would try to strengthen that language because I have a fear that the 

boards that feel overwhelmed by their duties would not institute the 

proceeding lJlless there was some mandate to force them to do that. We 

would be in the same situation that people find themselves in now where 

there is a need for the proceeding, but no one will institute it. So, 

I would suggest that that language be strengthened. 
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My one criticism of the bill is in Section 9 c. where a 

proposed ward may be compelled to execute requests and authorizations 

to gain access to confidential records. I don't believe that a 

proposed ward should be compelled to do this without the protection of 

the court and the discovery proceedings that are currently available. 

At this point in a proceeding, they are only a proposed ward. They 

have not been declared incompetent. I would suggest that this section 

be amended so that protective orders would be available and the court 

could intervene in these situations, just as they do in other civil 

litigation when they weigh the needs of the party to obtain the 

information and the rights of the other party as to the confidentiality 

and privacy, rather than have a blanket statement where the ward must, 

in all situations, reveal this information. 

You have also asked us to testify as to the need for a public 

guardian as opposed to the current use of a private guardian. I 

believe that a public guardian is very important, as Senator Pallone 

said. Generally, the private guardians who are appointed when there 

are no relatives are young attorneys. Since I am a young attorney, I 

don't have much against them, (laughter) but, they are certainly not 

trained to be guardians. They do fine with financial management, and I 

am very comfortable with that aspect, but they have no idea how to deal 

with the daily personal problems and needs of elderly persons. This 

bill would take care of that by separating those two functions and 

having a financial manager with the expertise to deal with that aspect 

of guardianship and having a social worker with the expertise to deal 

with the personal aspect of guardianship. 

Thank you. 

SENATOR COSTA: Thank you very much, Ms. Smith. We 

appreciate your comments. Is there anyone else in the audience who 

would like to speak? (affirmative response) Will you come forward and 

give us your name, please? 

JAt£T KENNEDY; My name is Janet Kennedy, 

Christian Science Committee on Publication for 

position, I speak on behalf of those residents 

adherent of the Christian Science religion. 
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One important part of my duties concerns legislation, that 

is, watching proposed bills to ensure the right of Christian Scientists 

to practice their religion, free from any restriction or limitations. 

I have submitted an amendment to this bill to Senator 

Pallone, with copies to all Cammi ttee members. Senator Pallone has 

responded to me in writing as accepting and supporting the amendment. 

It would appear on Page 3, Section 3, as new "part j." The anendment 

simply provides a safeguard so that a person would not be considered to 

be in need of a guardian solely because he relies on prayer for healing 

in accordance with his religious tenets. 

I have extra copies. Would you like one? 

SENATOR COSTA: Yes, please. 

MS. KENNEDY: Do you want me to explain any further? 

SENATOR COSTA: I don't believe so. I think it is quite 

clear, and I think Senator Pallone said he has already--

SENATOR PALLONE: (interrupting) I have to apologize because 

I did bring that along today, but I forgot to mention it. The only 

question I have is, since we are not changing the basic criteria for 

the guardianship or the conservatorship proceedings, is this something 

that should be in the bill? Why don't you explain that to us again. 

Where exactly would that be in the bill? 

MS. KENNEDY: It would be on Page 3, Section 3, "part j. ," so 

it would be at the very end. 

SENATOR PALLONE: And, what would it say? 

MS. KENNEDY: It would say, "No person shall be considered 

gravely disabled, lack in capacity to make informed decisions about"--
SENA TOR PALLONE: (interrupting) Okay, I understand. My 

only problem with this now is, since I intend, through amendments, to 

eliminate all the language cbout lack of capacity-- In other words, I 

don't want to set up a separate procedure for a guardian or a 

conservator. Rather, I would use the procedures that currently exist. 

I don't want to get into defining terms because I don't think that is 

appropriate. I'm wondering whether or not this would go to something 

we have eliminated in the bill; therefore, it wouldn't really be 

appropriate anymore. I don't know ~ether or not this qualification 
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currently exists when you go through a private guardianship 

proceeding. Do you have the answer to that? 

MS. KENNEDY: No, I don't • 

SENATOR COSTA: May I ask a question with reference to that? 

You' re saying that based on religious beliefs, where someone would be 

declared incompetent-- If a person is incompetent, it wouldn't be 

based on his beliefs; it would be based on other criteria, wouldn't it? 

MS. KENNEDY: As long as it wouldn't be based upon the fact 

that he was not using medical treatment, but was relying upon his 

religious beliefs for healing. Then it would be fine. 

Let me explain a little better. This will include just a 

small bit about the Christian Science Church. The Christian Science 

Church is a worldwide church with approximately 3,200 branches in this 

country and overseas. Our church was founded over 100 years ago with 

headquarters in Boston, Massachusetts. Christian Scientists rely upon 

God for their total health. Instead of receiving medical treatment 

when experiencing an illness or injury, Christian Scientists rely on 

spiritual means through prayer for healing. Instead of going to a 

physician, they engage a Christian Science practitioner to support them 

in prayer. If they are in need of physical care, rather than go to a 

hospital, they go a Christian Science sanatorium. If nursing services 

are needed, they will engage in a Christian Science nurse. 

In place of health and accident insurance policies providing 

medical benefits, Christian Scientists may have insurance policies 

which provide coverage for expenses of a Christian Science practitioner 

and a Christian Science sanatorium. 

Since founding the Christian Science Church, there have been 

several generations of citizens in this State who have totally relied 

upon Christian Science to meet all their health needs, having never had 

physical examinations, medical treatment, nor having taken drugs or 

medicine of any kind. As Christian Scientists, they do not ignore 

disease or injury. Whenever they have a physical problem, they turn 

solely to God and the application of Christian Science for healing. 

A Christian Scientist who does not follow the conventional 

method of medical treatment when suffering from an illness, but who 
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relies on prayer for healing, could inadvertently be considered to be 

neglectful. A well-meaning, but misinformed neighbor, for example, 

could hastily conclude that a Christian Scientist was neglecting 

himself because he did not get medical treatment. As a result, an 

investigation of this might take place, causing a Christian Scientist 

concern, and put ting him in the position that he would need a public 

guardian, simply because he was not using the conventional means for 

treatment. 

SE NAT OR COS TA : Thank you very much. We' 11 leave it with 

Senator Pallone. 

SENATOR PALLONE: Senator, may I ask one question? It was 

just suggested to me that this amendment in terms of Paragraph j. is 

not appropriate since we are taking out all the material about defining 

a guardianship. We don't want to change that. What I think we 

probably should do is -- I' 11 talk to you about this afterwards 

where we talk about the public guardian's role, we could put in some 

statement which would say that a public guardian, once appointed, 

should take into consideration what you are suggesting, you know, 

spiritual means through prayer in lieu of medical treatment. 

SENATOR COSTA: As part of his regulations? 

SENA TOR PALLONE: As part of his regulations regarding what 

he has to do as a public guardian. This is similar to what I think you 

did with the Ombudsman's office when you talked about furnishing 

nonmedical, remedial treatment and keeping that in mind when you are 

dealing with the person who is actually being treated. We can probably 

incorporate that into this. 

MS. KENNEDY: Okay, thank you. 

SENATOR COSTA: Thank you very much. ls there anyone else 

who wishes to be heard? (negative response) Hearing no others and 

seeing no others, I would like to thank everyone for their 

contribµtions to this public hearing. I'm sure Senator Pallone 

appreciates all the input. I do too. Thank you. 

(Hearing concluded) 
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